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Abstract: John Searle proposed his theory of metaphor based on his examination of the comparison theory in 
1979. In his paper, he formed three arguments on the problem of comparison theory and developed three strategies 
along with eight principles. This leads his theory of metaphor to be a matter of terminology. However, some of his 
arguments are not plausible with further examination and some of his principles are not strict, either. His account 
of metaphor can be considered mainly a matter of terminology. This paper aims to provide an explicit analysis of 
his theory, introduce the intentional stance to save the theory of metaphor, and by the concept of mirror neurons 
and other critical evidence from psychological study and neuro-scientifi c evidence to form the arguments for the 
core thesis of the comparison theory. 
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L）（字面意义）It’s getting hot here.
M）（象征性意义）It’s getting hot here.









































Sam is a pig 可被认为 P）Sam is fi lthy, gluttonous, 










is a gorilla 可 被 转 述 为 P）Richard is mean, nasty, 



















系到R的属性上。对于M1）Sally is a block of ice；




的（unemotional）；我 很 生 气、 很 沮 丧（angry、
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M1）Sam devours books；M2）The ship ploughs the 
















































































































面意义（the literal meaning of a metaphor）与其所
配对的直喻的字面意义（the literal meaning of the 
counterpart simile）进行匹配，同时将隐喻的修饰
性意义（the fi gurative meaning of a metaphor）与其
对立的直喻的修饰性意义（the fi gurative meaning 
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一致，我将隐喻实际表达的意义表述为：意向的隐
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